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Spotlight: API 512v and 3124V
You may not have the space in your production room for an API Legacy 
console — or even for their compact “The Box” 16 channel — but you can still 
get the API sound thanks to their range of analogue modules. 

The API 512v is a mic/line/instrument preamp, world famous for its 
ability to provide a low noise (-129 EIN) and punchy sound. The API 512v 
remains faithful to the circuit designs of API’s founder Saul Walker, but adds 
the feature which all of us who filled our portable racks with the original 
512c always wished for: and output gain control. This means owners will 
be able to explore the input saturation tonality options, while keeping 
the input stages of our digital converters at the correct levels. Sonically, it 
delivers the recognisable API sound at an affordable price ($895), and in the 
scalable API 500 Series format. Offering 65 dB of gain, the 512v includes front 
panel Variable Output control, switchable 3:1 output transformer selection, 
phantom power, switchable polarity, -20 dB pad, and Mic or Instrument/
Line selector.

The 3124V is a high quality, 19” rack, 4-channel mic preamp ($3295). It is equipped with 
the RE-115 K mic input transformer and the proprietary output transformer found in all 
API mic pres (and throughout the API console family). Additionally, the 3124V offers the 
same Variable Output Level Control and switchable 3:1 output transformer selection as the 
512V. The unit has an internal 48-volt phantom power supply, which is switchable for each 
channel, as well as -20dB pad switches that affect both the mic and Hi-Z instrument inputs, 
both located on the front panel.
www.apiaudio.com

AMS Neve 1073SPX and 1073LB
There are few names in audio more associated with the 
“British Sound” than Neve. Many of the classic designs 
are over 40 years old, as a riposte to the many other 
companies who’ve appropriated the basic circuits, AMS 
Neve has a comprehensive re-issue program. 

In Resolution’s October issue, George Shilling tested the 
latest 19” rack re-issue, the 1073SPX (£2034). ‘The high 
shelf adds a bright sheen — or reduces harsh overtones. 
The mid-band shapes tones in a pleasingly broad manner. 
And the bottom end EQ is legendary for its fatness ... If 
you want the original classic Neve sound in a modern 
package, the 1073SPX sounds wonderful and does the 
job perfectly.’

The Neve 1073 channel module, designed in the early 
1970s, is probably the most talked-about and most copied preamp design of the audio world. Thanks 

to some inventive thinking on the part of AMS Neve, you can now even get it in “LB”(Lunch Box) 
format for 500 series racks. AMS Neve has split the 1073’s preamp and EQ sections into two separate 
but complementary LB modules. The 1073LB (£750) is the preamp, accommodating the transformer 
input and output stages into one unit, while the 1073LB EQ (£960) contains the equaliser section. 
These two LB modules are designed to be used together via a special “insert mode” configuration, 
which recreates the original signal path from the preamp’s input stage, through the EQ and back to 
the preamp’s output stage. Alternatively, each unit can be used entirely independently — the EQ 
module is also equipped with its own, electronically balanced, I/O stages. 
www. ams-neve.com

Warm Audio WA76 and EQP-WA
The Liberty Hill, Texas company 
have set out their stall with a 
range of analogue outboard 
based on classic designs with the 
slogan: ‘Serious Gear. Seriously 
Af fordable.’ It ’s evidently a 
proposition our readers find 
appealing, as they voted the $899 
WA-2A — Warm Audio’s take on the classic tube LA-2A Levelling Amplifier — the winner in the 
Dynamics Processor category of our 2017 Resolution Awards. 

It’s stable mate is the WA76 Discrete Compressor – a modern reproduction of the Classic 1176 
Revision D. The WA76 has a fully discrete signal path and uses the original Reichenbach Engineering’s 
(now CineMag) transformer design. The Putnam-designed ‘76 was a major breakthrough in 
technology in 1966, using FETs instead of valves and subsequently heard on hundreds of hit records. 
The ultra-fast attack time and trademark crunch sound of the “British” all buttons in ratio setting is 
retained in the Warm Audio version, for a very reasonable $599.

The EQP-WA is Warm 
Audio’s re-creation of 
the Pultec EQP-1A. 
Not only does the 
look and feel of the 

EQP-WA match the classic units, but the sonic quality has been carefully considered by using top-
end components such as CineMag transformers — much of the sound of the original was said to 
derive from the transformer windings. With original hardware selling for ten times the amount, it’s 
impressive that Warm Audio have set a sale price of $699 for their homage to this classic design.
www.warmaudio.com

Maag MAGNUM-K Compressor

While classic vintage designs will always have their place in recording, it’s always a treat to witness 
a designer pushing the envelope. Cliff Maag Sr., the inventor of the esoteric but acclaimed NTI EQ3 
and the Nightpro PreQ3 & EQ3D, told me he had been nurturing the idea for the MAGNUM-K ($2,395) 
for several years, with the prototype modules laid out on his workbench.

This is a mono processor with an abundance of useful and unique features. Two compressor 
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sections both employ optical gain reduction. The Magnum Comp section is wide-band, then the 
K-Comp is a focused frequency “de-harshing” compressor. Following this is a boost-only Parallel 
EQ2 which processes the original source, blending it with the compressed signal, before hitting a 
final Soft Limit section.

When George Shilling reviewed the MAGNUM in our 2017 March issue, he concluded: ‘Beautiful 
sonics, characterful compression with widely variable possibilities, de-harshing, that famous AIR 
Band, stepped knobs, solid precision-build.’

When audio pros of the calibre of Dylan Dresdow tell us: ‘The Magnum-K is simply one of the 
greatest audio products ever to be released ...’ it’s worth paying attention. If production pros are 
going to “push the boat out” with a top quality analogue outboard purchase, it had better be a device 
which brings something special sonically. The MGNUM-K certainly fulfils this brief.
www.maagaudio.com

Thermionic Culture Phoenix HG15 microphone 
preamp + compressor
Thermionic Culture have won more 
Resolution Awards for their analogue 
outboard than most manufacturers 
have hot dinners. Founder and chief 
designer Vic Keary is on a mission to 
create vacuum tube designs which 
not only bring all the benefits of classic valve equipment, but eclipse circuits of the past in terms of 
signal to noise, headroom and reliability. If you’re going to build something with technology from 
40 years ago, why not use today’s knowledge to improve on it?

In 2017, Resolution readers voted The Swift two channel valve equaliser the winner in our EQ 
product category. ‘Even just running signal through it perhaps with just the bass filter seemed to 
solidify things,’ enthused our reviewer George Shilling. ‘The sonic performance is remarkable, with 
an unbelievably low noise floor, incredibly low distortion, and a massive frequency range. Unlike 
some modern pretenders who think valve warmth means hyping up the drive and distortion, Vic 
has made The Swift as clean as a whistle, whilst sounding big, solid and grown up. It’s got wings, 
and is a fast track to great sound.’

The Phoenix HG15 (£1680) is a 
single channel high gain Mic Amp/
Compressor/EQ with “super-natural 
valve sound”. The compressor 

section is based on the Phoenix stereo unit, one of the most popular analogue outboard items 
in Thermionic’s line up. The HG15 adds a tube mic amp with 52dB of gain, +48V phantom power, 
Presence and Air switches to boost mid and high top with In/Out switch, and a bass 3-position high 
pass filter. The side chain of the compressor has a switchable bass cut to control pumping on LF. 
The Output Level control acts as a reverse linear attenuator after the electronics, and can be used 
simply to reduce level if feeding a low level input, or to add “Attitude” by reducing the output and 
increasing the input. 
www.thermionicculture.com
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Focusrite Red 1
While many audio pros may associate the Focusrite name with sophisticated digital 
products, the company is firmly rooted with an analogue heritage. The Focusrite 
company grew out of a 1985 request from Sir George Martin to legendary recording 
console designer Rupert Neve to build a no-compromise mic pre and EQ for the 
console at Air Montserrat. The resulting modules, named the Input Signal Amplifier 
(ISA), featured a transformer-coupled mic preamplifier and were later sold as outboard 
units. After Phil Dudderidge became the owner of Focusrite in 1989, the now-
expanded range became part of the legendary Focusrite Studio Console, of which 
only ten were made — some of which are still in use today.

The ISA range now includes the ISA One, the classic microphone preamp with 
independent DI and optional A/D conversion — the ISA Two, a “heritage sound” dual-
mono transformer-based microphone preamp — the ISA 428 MkII, four preamps in 19” 
rack format with DI and optional A/D conversion — ISA 828, eight classic microphone preamps with 
optional A/D conversion in a more compact 19” configuration — ISA 430 MkII, the versatile Channel 
Strip including Mic Preamp, Dynamics, Filtering And Optional A-D conversion.

On the 25th anniversary of Focusrite Audio Engineering the company made their first foray into 
the 500-series format with a preamp, the Red 1 (£606). The Red 1 design is elegant and simple, and 
starting the signal path with a Lundahl 1538 input transformer, wired with parallel primaries to give 
a 1:5 turns ratio. This generates 14dB of ‘free voltage gain’, minimising the demands placed on the 
following active gain stages. The 1538 transformer has been a constant element in Focusrite’s high-
end preamps from the earliest ISA110 modules, through all the Red and newer ISA incarnations. The 
Red 1 follows its heritage by sounding clean right up to clipping, this isn’t a preamp to be saturated 
for a funky sound, it’s a classic and neutral sounding front end.
www.focusrite.com

Kahayan Epsilon
Pablo Kahayan is the man behind 
the Kahayan brand. Originally hailing 
from Argentina he moved to Spain 
in the early 1990s, and the products 
bearing his name are entirely handcrafted in Kahayan’s factory in Madrid. His background is in 
guitar playing and electronics and he initially married the two building his own amps and pedals, 
later moving on to pro-audio.

The Kahayan range of Epsilon summing mixers includes the extremely simple eight input/stereo 
output Epsilon Mini, the similar Epsilon Limited 4000 based on a certain famous British mixing 
desk’s summing bus, and the Epsilon Studio, a 24 input model with internal Kahayan summing bus 
or externally connected optional expansions. These expansion units are stereo input and output 1U 
boxes with no controls; they simply amplify by the required 34dB to bring the bus up to unity gain. 
Two are available: the Solid 4000 (again, no prizes for guessing the inspiration) and the Vintage 12K72 
with a ‘classic 70s British console sound’.

The Epsilon 32-500, reviewed in Resolution V16.5, is a further development of the Epsilon Studio, 
expanded with 32 inputs, and (uniquely for a summing mixer) providing two 500 series slots. These 
are implemented in circuit as summing bus gain staging to bring up the level (as per the previously 
mentioned expansion units). The unit optionally comes with Kahayan’s Solid 4000 modules installed, 
a 500 series mono version of the previously mentioned expansion unit. The 32-500 is £3,749 including 
VAT, or £3,219 including VAT without the Solid 4000 modules.
www.kahayan.es

A Designs Pacifica

Californian manufacturer A Designs builds reliable, purpose-driven preamps and processors that 
‘simply excel at what they’re meant to do’. In Resolution V16.2 we reviewed their Mix Factory — an 
active summing unit with a lot of knobs on the front — and some unique features. ‘If you are in 
the market for a high quality summing unit, the Mix Factory should definitely be on your shortlist,’ 
reviewer George Shilling concluded.

A Designs’ Pacifica dual-channel microphone preamplifier ($2095), was originally designed to bring 
back the sound of the classic Quad Eight console of the same name from the 70s. Paying homage to 
the color scheme of the Quad Eight Pacifica console, the hand-crafted A Designs Pacifica sports a  rich, 
cream-colored finish with solid feeling red metal gain knobs, a red +48V phantom power push button 
with red LED  indicator, and grey push buttons for phase reverse and –20dB pad. A major component 
of Pacifica’s stellar sound is its extreme bandwidth, ranging from 9Hz all the way up  to 101kHz with a 
claimed <1% distortion. Along with the custom transformers, the linear response down below 10Hz 
provides the big, punchy sound. It also provides harmonic content well above the range of human 
hearing, reducing in-band phase shift for more realism. 
www.adesignsaudio.com
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Spotlight: Schertler YELLOW MIC500
The Swiss manufacturer’s YELLOW MIC500 microphone 
preamps are single channel, full Class A, 500 series 
units specially designed for installation in commercially 
available Lunchbox racks. 

Available in three models, MIC500-TL(€519), 
-TO(€689) and –TT(€919), the YELLOW MIC500’s 
electronics are contained within a totally shielded metal 
enclosure. Controls include a 12-step rotary switch for 
adjusting input sensitivity (in 3dB increments), plus an 
extra gain control for use in weak signal conditions or 
when connecting low output sources such as ribbon 
mics. A full 10-segment VU meter with peak hold 
provides highly accurate signal monitoring. A two-
position phase reverse switch and phantom power switch (+48V) are also included.

For best possible audio quality, the YELLOW MIC500 has a fully balanced signal path 
with no capacitor over the entire path (with the exception of the TT model). Only discrete 
electronics are used on the signal circuitry. Power supply rails with active filter are designed 
to improve Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSSR). All models include a low-noise matched 
transistor array from THAT Corporation. The TO and TT models offer a high-quality output 
only (TO) or input/output (TT) audio transformer from Lundhal. No Negative Feedback is 
applied for faster attack and improved slew rate.
www.schertler.com
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AEA RPQ500
The RPQ500 (£599) preamp and EQ, designed to mirror the successful 19”  
rack RPQ preamp (reviewed in Resolution V16.4) provides the same ultra-clean,  
high-gain signal path that has earned AEA preamps their reputation, but in a 500 
series package. JFET circuit topology provides all the dynamics, extended bass, 
and fast transients. The “NoLoad” input impedance above 10K Ohms means the 
RPQ won’t load down a mic and change its sound. Low Energy Storage circuit 
design instantly recovers from overloads for superior dynamic performance. The 
original RPQ with CurveShaper was designed to fully capture every nuance of 
ribbon microphones: vintage or modern, passive or phantom powered. Engineers 
have discovered the RPQ500 also complements their moving coil and condenser 
mics — RPQ is a favourite of Coldplay and Paulo Nutini producer Ken Nelson 
(Resolution V14.4).
www.ribbonmics.com

SSL 500 Format Modules
The SSL sound has been available in 12 
different modules for SSL’s own modular 
X-Rack system for many years — more 
than 15,000 modules have been sold. The 
recent release of modules for the widely-
used 500 format modular rack platform 
makes a small slice of the SSL sound available to a wider group of users.

SSL’s range of modules for the 500 series rack format currently consists of five different modules; 
the classic Stereo Bus Compressor which has featured on every model of SSL large format analogue 
console, E-Series EQ and E-Series Dynamics modules which deliver the well-known sound of the 
channel strip processing from SSL’s 1980s E-Series console, and the incredibly versatile VHD Pre input 
module which can deliver ultra-clean recordings or a range of more saturated tonal characteristics, 
and the LMC+ module, a new twist on the legendary SSL Listen Mic Compressor.

SSL βeta is a unique 500 format module Hardware Development Kit that offers some SSL specific 
components to the community of “build your own” audio electronics enthusiasts. βeta offers a self-
illuminating Perspex front panel that allows enthusiasts to devise and build creations that will look 
fantastic in their racks, with a window through to their very own electronic creations within. The panel 
is supplied with a collection of components that are identical to those used in SSL’s industry leading 
large format consoles. The kit includes five log, antilog and linear pots (including centre detent 
versions) with SSL’s signature knob caps, a selection of two and four pole switches and dual colour 
status LED’s. The components mount within the front panel in a fixed configuration but are of course 
freely assignable to any function. The panel and controls attach to a blue solderable breadboard with 
a standard 500 format edge connector and is supplied with resettable fuses. None of the elements of 
the βeta HDK are pre-assembled — it is a kit of parts for users to assemble from scratch.
www.solidstatelogic.com

Edwards Audio Research LE-10 tube mic pre
Paul Edwards of Edwards Audio 
Research asked Bill Bruins to 
design the stereo LE-10 preamp, 
and David Tosh was later asked 
to design the LE-10 circuit board. 
The LE-10 circuit employs Jensen 
transformers alongside EF86 and 
12AX7 tubes — a time-tested 
combination. The Edwards units, 
with their unusual wood-effect 
front panels, are held in high regard by several classical and jazz engineers. 

Edwards found they needed about 280V DC to ensure the tubes worked under optimal conditions. 
To make this happen, they designed their own power supply with this heightened voltage allowance. 
Many of today’s preamps use only a fraction of this voltage. The $1995 LE-10 uses high quality 
components such as Jensen transformers, hand selected tubes, quiet potentiometers by Bournes, 
quiet film type resistors and high quality capacitors.

Frequency response is quoted as 20Hz-20kHz ( -.8dB at 20Hz, -1.75dB at 20kHz), THD as .05% (ref. 
1kHz tone at 0 VU), and S/N -80dB (ref. 0 VU - 1kHz, 1.2V output). The hand-wired preamp has a 
maximum gain of 64dB.
www.edwardspreamp.com
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Spotlight: Grace Design m103

Resolution has reviewed Grace’s digital products recently, it’s easy to overlook the fact the 
company made it’s name with a range of extremely neutral and transient-true designs. Their 
m101 and m102 are compact, 8.5” wide single channel mic preamp and optical compressor 
respectively. There’s also the m501 500 series mic preamp and m502 compressor; m201 and 
m801 are stereo and eight channel rack mount mic pres, the m201 with a unique M+S Width 
feature and comprehensive metering.

The m103 ($1995) is a 19” rack channel strip — the input based on the m101 preamplifier 
circuitry — with a special “ribbon mic” mode, a 75Hz HPF and 48V phantom. The 3 band EQ 
section is built around single stage parallel tuning architecture, which minimizes circuitry and 
delivers “natural tonal shaping”. Controls include a fully parametric mid, with sweepable high 
and low bands which can be operated in shelving or peak modes. 

The compressor circuit is based on an optical attenuator, providing gentle limiting to fairly 
heavy compression, while remaining neutral and transparent. 10 segment gain reduction 
and output meters make monitoring compression and output levels simple. There’s a front 
panel high impedance input and comprehensive I/O options allow the mic pre and EQ/
COMP sections to be accessed independently of each other, with the order of the EQ and 
COMP switchable. 

A dual function link/sidechain input on the rear is provided for inserting external sidechain 
signals (for de-essing, ducking) or connecting two m103’s together for stereo compression 
applications. 
www.gracedesign.com
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Avedis Audio E27
 

The Avedis Audio Electronics E27 ($1,300) is a single channel 500 Series equaliser with 
transformer-balanced discrete electronics and three bands, each with a +/-16dB gain control 
on a variable pot. The outside bands are switchable between bell and shelf curves. The level 
knob controls up to 16dB of cut and boost but for those who only need a few dB, the travel 
of the pot starts slow and speeds up at the extremes giving the user more fine control at 
levels of 6dB or less. Knob positions are not only easy to see from a distance but are also felt 
— the level pot knob has a small point so you know where you are without looking at the eq. 

The E27 is fast carving a reputation for itself as a super-clean EQ capable of retaining and 
enhancing fast musical transients. PSPaudioware have recently developed a multistage equaliser 
plug-in based on the E27.
www.avedisaudio.com

Tube Tech HLT2A
The HLT2A is a ‘totally new kind of analogue 
equaliser’ from Danish manufacturer Lydkraft, 
which combines variable high and low shelving EQ and filters with an adjustable midrange T-Filter.

The shelving filters are designed around a high gain tube amplifier. The T-filter is a passive filter 
placed between the shelving filters and the output amplifier. All three sections are supplied with 
a in/out switch. The low and high cut filters are also passive with a slope of 6dB/octave. A bypass 
switches the whole filter section out of the amplifier circuit, keeping the output stage in the circuit.

The T-filter is described by Tube Tech as ‘like a seesaw’. When the low end goes up, the high end 
goes down and vice versa. When the potentiometer is turned clockwise, the high frequencies 
are boosted and the low frequencies are attenuated. When the potentiometer is turned counter 
clockwise, the low frequencies are boosted and the high frequencies are attenuated. The unit is all 
tube-based except for the power supply. Input and output have fully floating transformers. All DC 
voltages are stabilised, except the anode voltage for the output stage.
www.tube-tech.com

Tegeler Sckwerkraftmaschine
Sckwerkraftmaschine — “Heavy Power Machine” 
— (€3.499) is a stereo Vari-Mu compressor with 11 
compressor modes, housed in a 3u rack chassis. A 
unique feature is that the device is plug-in controlled 
— fully automatable — and it even has motorised 
potentiometers for perfect recall. The DSP generates 
a control signal for the compressor, making it possible 

to simulate the behaviours of several existing hardware compressors. The idea is not to emulate 
analogue behaviour, but to create compression programmes that cannot usually be implemented 
using analogue equipment without substantial additional circuitry. 

A side-chain filter is adjustable from 0-300 Hz, and a tilt EQ adjusts the compression to the dynamics 
of audio being processed. The Mix knob enables parallel processing, and a high-resolution LCD shows 
the programme mode and degree of compression in a cute emulated analogue display. 

All controllers are fitted with servomotors and can easily be adjusted via the network using a DAW 
plug-in (VST, AU, AXX). This allows the user to store the Schwerkraftmachine’s settings for each song 
and to automate parameters during a mix. 
www.tegeler-audio-manufaktur.de

Lindell Audio WL-3
The WL-3 500 series Channel Strip ($1199) is a joint venture between well 
known designer Paul Wolff (Tonelux, API) and Lindell Audio. The WL-3 
is a double-width 500 module featuring a Carnhill transformer coupled 
microphone and line input and a similar transformer output, complete with 
a 60mm fader for the output section. A VCA compressor features Threshold, 
auto gain make-up, Gain, plus a Mix control for instant parallel compression. 
There’s a 3-Band equaliser with 10kHz cut/boost +/- 10dB. Sweepable mid 
band 900Hz-5kHz +/- 10dB and Low 100Hz cut/boost +/- 10dB. An 80Hz 
high-pass filter, phase switch and 48V phantom power for the mic input 
completes the package. Lindell Audio say: ‘It’s one of its kind and made in Europe’! 
www.lindellaudio.se/WL-3.html

Sphere Fab 500
Sphere Recording Consoles, the manufacturer who came to prominence in the 1970s 
with studio consoles that were used on iconic recordings by the Rolling Stones, 
Boston, and many others, has had a rebirth with new owner Duncan Rowe at the helm. 

The Fab 500 ($690) is a single channel microphone preamplifier compatible with 
the 500 Series format. It offers 56.6dB of total gain, with a frequency response of 12Hz 
to 56kHz. It features two attenuation pads at -15dB and -30dB, making it useful for 
even high SPL sources. The Fab 500 also includes switchable +48V phantom power 
and a phase switch. 

The Fab Four and Fab 500 Series are exact replicas of the original Sphere mic pres 
(including the same input and output transformers, and proprietary op amp).
www.sphereconsoles.com

Elysia Xfilter 500
Xfilter 500 (£537) uses a complete Class A topology ensuring no 
crossover distortion for an exceptionally transparent, wide and open 
sounding EQ. In addition, the Xfilter 500 uses custom discrete input 
and output stages inspired by Elysia’s Alpha compressor. Integrated 
Burr-Brown OPA Op-amps are used in the filter stages. Unlike most 
analogue EQs, the Xfilter 500 has been designed for true-stereo 
operation and as such all the controls affect both channels. To achieve 
this, Elysia uses computer-selected dual and quad layer pots and 
special low tolerance caps.  

This Class A EQ features high and low shelf bands, two mid peak 
filters with wide and narrow Q as well as passive LC stages with 
shielded coils to deliver a clean top end. Both the high and low shelves 
can be switched to high and low cut filters with 12dB per octave and an additional resonance peak 
at the knee frequency creating some very flexible and useful filter curves. By working with the 
filter, it is possible to stretch the low-end information due to longer post oscillation time caused by 
resonance. Used on high frequencies, the resonance is capable of accentuating certain frequencies 
without unwanted harshness. The mid peak filters feature a wide (Q 0.5) or narrow Q (Q 1.0) setting 
based on proportional Q principle. 

Xfilter500 features an additional passive high-band: the LC filter is based around a capacitor and 
a coil for each channel but unlike most shelving designs features a slight resonance peak at 12kHz 
falling from 17kHz onwards.
www.elysia.com

Chameleon Labs 880 rack
In 2014 this company was acquired by 
engineer Marcelo Vercelli, a 30-year veteran 
of the professional audio industry who has 
spent his career designing revolutionary 
products for companies including Event, 
Mackie, RCF and KV2. After two years of 
research and development a completely 
new generation of Chameleon Labs products was introduced, based around a simple philosophy: 
‘Analogue for the digital age’.

In this month’s issue of Resolution, on page 14, we test their flagship microphone preamplifier and 
EQ. Chameleon also produce two powered racks for 500 Series modules. The extremely competitively 
priced 880 ($549) is an 8-slot, XLR-equipped rack with 48V phantom power for the mic inputs. The 
heart of the 880 Rack is its multi-voltage switch-mode power supply capable of delivering 3-amps 
of constant current to the 500-Series voltage rails, enough to run even power hungry Class A based 
modules. It allows the 880Rack to be plugged into any 100-250V AC power source globally.

The CPS503 is an unusual compact powered rack enclosure for one or two horizontally mounted 
500-Series modules, also with XLR ins and outs and phantom power.
www.chameleonlabs.com

UK Sound 1173 
The  1173  ($2695) is 
the result of a design 
collaboration between 
Los Angeles-based producer  Warren Huart and gear designer Michael Stucker, produced and 
manufactured by UK Sound, a subsidiary of BAE. 

The classic 1073 has been a go-to preamp for decades because of it’s ability to add clarity and 
punch to any source run through it. The UK Sound preamp allows you to choose between three 
different input types, DI, Line or Mic. Adjust the gain with the 12 step attenuator in 5 dB intervals for 
easy recall. The front panel includes a dedicated DI input, phase flip switch and the ability to engage 
phantom. Choose between High and Low impedance depending on the microphone or to simply 
change how the preamp responds. 

The compressor channel works similarly to a “classic 1176”. It features the recognizable FET 
compressor controls for input and output gain and the time-honoured compression ratio options of 
4:1, 8:1, 12:1, and 20:1. The “preamp out” works as the input to the compressor. The 1173 has a sidechain 
filter in the compressor section allowing lower frequencies to pass through without triggering the 
compression. The “!” switch engages the “all buttons in” — the unplanned setting popularised by 
naughty British engineers on the classic original 1176.
www.baeaudio.com

BAE 500C FET compressor
BAE’s first FET compressor in 500 unit size features controls for input and output gain, 
plus four selectable compression ratios of 4:1, 8:1, 12:1, 20:1, and the All-Buttons-In 
setting popularized as the “British mode” on the 1176. A switchable high-pass filter can 
be engaged to protect low-end integrity of bass-heavy input sources while still achieving 
peak reduction. The unit’s three 2520 style opamps combine with a transformer-coupled 
output to bring richness to the audio. Like all BAE Audio gear, the 500C is hand-wired in 
California and priced at $950.
www.baeaudio.com• www.kmraudio.com


